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Shrinking student pool strains SJSU
By Julie Ekstrom
Spartan Dagy Staff Writer
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Imagine a pile of money, [(Highly $2,000, sitting on
the desk next to yours in ( Ins. The monev has arms
and ears. It’s listening intends to the professor’s lecture, and it’s taking notes. kyery student attending
SJSU is essentially a pile of money, worth $2,000 annually in tuition to till lullISilsItS.
By em oiling and paving tuition, students genet ate
money Ii the unnel sin and help cover the I. osts of
faculty. stall and 11111111 sits upkeep. If emollment is
low, mon1% is shoit, and budgets shrink.
ill SIM hiS11/1 V When it didn’t
"Theme was .1
e
have to re( 11111.’ said I A.’, in Washington, assm iate
president for enrollmeitt services. "But over the years,
as the pool of students began Ill shrink. we had to
start actively ret riming. We are still experiencing
some growing pains"
Washington, who ()Ili( Lilly bet ame assm late 511 e

Support
group
focuses
on growth

There was a time in NSU history when it didn’t have to recruit. But over
the yean, as the pool of students began to shrink, we had to start actively
recruiting.
Leon Washington
Associate site president for enrollment services

esident I if mollinent Set ViCeS on Sept. 1, said
enrollment is essential for establishing budgets.
President Robert C:iret agreed :nut said this is the first
tulle SJSI. emollment set vic es has tried to determine
how much the (unveil sity should grow.
"We’ve nevei done that helot v. It was always sort of

whoever ( ante, came," Caret said. -That’s not the way
to build a cainpus."
Lori Stahl, associate director of university advancement, said the ct cation of Washington’s position was
an attempt "to better mintage enrollment efforts."
Illwevet, initial steps 11/55a011 1111 ucasing rmollment

enly

I thought that Al Ow was kind 01
in his delivffy.
Terry Christensen

Chair of the politicalscience department

t

99

began on Feb. I, 1996, when SJSU combined admissions and records, student outreach and student
fin:on-lid aid into one unit under enrollment services.
"Bringing these services together under one administrator allows us to be in sync. It’s been very effective,"
Washington said. "The first sign that allows me to say
it’s been successful is (that) the students have said the
opening of school was much less stressful this year."
Caret said combining the three departments has
resulted in increased enrollment. This year, 19,480
students applied to NSI.1; 38 percent of the applicants, 7,402 students, enrolled.
Caret also said Washington’s role is to "provide
good, solid leadership to whoever is in the departIn addition to combining the three departments,
stall members from each of the departments are
being cross-trained. Specifically, staff members are
See Enrollment, Back page
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See Support, Back page

Al Gore wins
in political
discussion

Political Science chairman Terry Christensen held a discussion after the Vice Presidential debate Wensday
night in the Student Union. The Al Gore and Jack Kemp

5111 ill III lIlt 1/1111

showdown was piped in via big screen for mostly political leaders and Journalists.

There was an informal vote in the
Student Union last night. Al Gore
won, (the cite presidential debate,
that in).
Thr yowls were students, political
mien( e t hair ler:), Christensen and
30 visitors from around the world.
"the timid vote was taken at a recepI
tion in the tin
room, in
whit it journalists and political leaders
from: Bangladesh, China, India,
Mexico, Nepal. It eland, ’Ttu-key, Elting
Kling. Singapore. Nigeria, the 1. inited
Kingdom, Palestine, Estonia and Sri
Lank.a viewed the Vit e Presidential
debate.
A debate was held al terward. (bre
III the two dissenting voters, SJSLI
pilitt al st ten «. major [Noma Fisher.
openly admitted that she was a
Re1I111)111 1111 .11111 .111 Al ileiim Jai k Kemp
1.111 Allet 111%110/.1W 1141 11/1111:1111 1’.
not the only fair. ’the second votri 1111 Kemp, Christensen. said
he liked the wayKertip t ame across as
an "average gliv."
"I ilintighi Mat Al Gore was kind of
ii (ills in his deliyery." Christensen
said I if (;(ite’s 1 nator)1 style.
Elle ()lb«) ol International ’isitors
Ill the U s 1111111 lil.ltiIIlI Agen( S has
sponsored ihis 111111 1 If 111111 11.1111/11.11
11.1/1 1.11111.1111 l’S 111 11115(151’ tliI I 11111.11
SUM’S 1.511111111.11 C.11194111411 Iii the
United States.
Christensen said the attendees Asti
watt lied the Piesidtiitial Debates
Lb.
held
See Debate, Back page

Experimental class: 1st class experience
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I I inkelstein, liel and lei inter m illIslIl
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,11111
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1.11115
dining 541 511 t’s 111.111.11411 .11111 111.111 1/1/11.1
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11,1115manager
with
I’.511
1the
11
1tan
5
hit %Indents at as rittpin%res - 11 .1111
11%, I 1.k%, 1111111 SVIAVIS, 11111 11,151111S (.11111)
5.11.111 111.1k1.15: 1111111.1411.111 5.1111 "1 111.% A51/
1/11 1111 III 11111.1111.5% 111111 111111S 11111 I .101111
ilig, nide’ mg mid metin Planning," he
said I he student, 111, laic the I estamant
551111 I1511 fuhlIliulil ’11.111.111 Shops empltiv-

Middle East quake

Pope’s surgery

Mutant frogs

rarthmiake with .1 magnitude of
II It 111 1 111 led III Ole M1111111 1.1111’.111
54.,1 W1.11111.VIA,

Muslin’ authorities angel rd 151 arils
1111 Wednesday with plans Ill lIJIl’ II .1
new iiiiderground 1)1.1511 11111

All ac TOSS Minnesota, SI ientists and
1111 us are finding grirtesquely
deli (rifled hogs.

VI’S, Elsie hernial) Mid 1 A it I
loom supervisor,
Fireman, the ti
enjoys woi king with the students. "I think
111111 e doing quite well, and I think they
line added to the (remain:int): FICI1111:111
...i111
liev’ve taught me mime things.
too. bar aria, 11111k lot The I st Class, said she
was
et ned about working alongside
the students I thought it was going to be
.1 problem, Ind they ate ex( ellent," she
See Power, Back page

SJSU Dateline
Diu ussion of the home AIDS test:
Almaden room, Student Union
noon to 2 p.m.

Thursday, Oct 10
((au, 11111 I esbuil Amu ene-v. Week)
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A.S. needs to clean up act
What gives Associated Students
President ferry Simmons, ViceYaghmai
and
Mike
President

surely does not benefit the 22,000
tuition -paying students on this

Jerry Simmons never appointed an
executive director.
Since Simmons did not appoint

The three
defended their
outrageous
purchases by
saying that
they brought
no benefits to
themselves.

an executive director, he took the
job upon himself. Taking this dual
role has given Simmons dictator-

Controller Adrian Rodriguez the
right to spend student funds on
comfy furniture? Are their rumps
so tender they require the softest
love-sofas in which to sit?
The Executive Budget

Policy
states that "any requisition benefitmg an AS. Executive Officer must
be approved by the A.S. Board of
Directors prior to processing."
This is exactly what Simmons and
his cronies did not do. Neither
Simmons’ desk, Rodriguez’s chair
nor any of the other furnishings
(totaling $12,000) were approved
by the AS. board.
The three defended their outrageous purchases by saying that
to
benefit
no
brought
they

to be signed, I dr( idea to (It)
whatever I rotild tic civer tip my
faults and
III iSlakeS.
1
was
ashamed to show my patents my

funds to buy luxurio Ills furnishings
her their personal offices. Let me
remind you how much $12,000 is.
It took twelve students’ tuition
(full-time, (me stmiestet) to pay for

Week."
Maybe Mr.

that was that.
But, how could I have prevent-

I needed to deal with my shame
,ind guilt and ask my parents for
forgiveness, thus, making right

( :it mem iii krt, I felt like jiminy
(
kid was telling lilt’, "just let
your c (dist ieni e.
voile guide."
Well, It did not make wallet.. .ins

eel all this from happening?
I ((mid have. followed my c cm sr tent e and stopped myself limn
forging lily test.% and arc tided the

the situation. Instead, I 1411 the’
(ethyl (lit e( non and tt led to hide
from them. We lend to do Ilie’
vine thing with ()cid.

this waste. $I 2,1100 is aimed..? $2,000
more than Inv estimated TOTAL
YEARLY hying budget (according
to titian( ial ,eici). I could have
bought .10 semesters worth of

out

patents

at

Si.

betted.
1.lke

«ellSe(1111.11( VS,

"Cons( ten( e is 111(’ 1111111 sicic e
that war IIS
11141 511111111/1AIS 111.1%
be looking," II. T. Metiketi said.
.Fliat prison that 111.1S’ be looking, believe it it 11111, is CAN’.

dents. Ici put il sillihils 11 sties hogwash!
And, below I knew it, this
nightly %emote eel forging iny
lathei’s signatitte lwmittir a rosily
habil that would testill iii elite’
1 1111Se11111.111 1.1. 11 (11(1 111 it Ilelp that
!lie had test se eel es began tie flood
in mote lteipientls, ill that ins
boil/lei was getting stiaight
%%Ali the persseire .11 ind disaje
’Jointing iny patents, you i an het I
stile was not going lc) S111,14 MS
e.cie’iiis W/141 "good work" 1 had
(Ione at s( liieel
I mean, die not get mu wi wig, I
did nod like what I was dieing
C tiC
leit, bid
their
dm ging )
(
.4 time when mei got to (Itc
what you Wel tee (11, tee .114 MI
%pallkillg lel grounding Hut, mils
a I Tyear-old andlii
generation of kids guided
being

Ille

l’111110( 1110,

1111’

With my poor test

just stared at ine mid repeated the
same question over alld over, "I/i(1
y4)(1 do this?" After a handful of,
"No, I would never do this," it was
as It tny noise was growing or
mmiething because she (lid not
give up. Finally, I Id e eke. down and

lee-

of

We tend to tract the. same way.
i ores needing

10 toy skimpy 4-fert and 10 inches,

EDDIE
ZACAPA

I had neatly pla( eel a test impel

one

114Ve

Wi /Odell

teach It) till that.
W1( kedlleSS

pupped that «eines tie lite and illy
( It t111)11 hell) al the 11111e, I %SAS
for using cell the «nisripieni

eaSlel
than virtue, lot ii Ickes the shot
tel
eseisthing,"
Samuel
tit
Johnson tin( e said

telling the triiIII, thus, not listen.
nig lc) that nagging it ii kit ( ailed

It wirs a lot camel to lake a shin t
clii (-Veil though it invoked lying
and not listening to ins c m1se ienur Rut, would have listening

( 1/11S1 len( r.
And, it all caught tip with ito’,
111,11 is not listening to Jimmy,
%11" Inv English Ira firr. Mk%
1.awc en, who had giant spy( ks and
a glare that would sc air any kid,
asked me to %las. Act e lass ime
(1,1S. 1 knew I was doomed then, I
had he’d ii that whertevei Miss
asked sem tic 11.1V .111e1 II
14.’(.11, 1 hem (I
meant big
tight.
Alteee I denied all lief ci ccivc
metes that I Iteiged III% dad...sigma
ode as I ternibled net %c tesh. wait
mg 1111 111’1 lie what k me ot
something, she sent int. III the
I he!
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jinni par% cittic e
M.1111 rell, W111/ .111/11raltil lilert-1,111

been

bull 111:11 aceiihii
11.11(1 and I was not

to no tmotirme
the. nigh the iiideal

gmten mr
ci /1.1S’Illg lie

We all have a poi (dyed knowledge. of what is and is Ilia light ii
our

own

eyes,

but

(led riving

this call be
we need to

be( Jose
know what is and is not tight in
;1 111’s eves. Following our «ens1 um( e is a %afro !lel gIS ell lee IIS
U.1 1f1 tee re:11111d is lel W11.11 IS

%tong

Lit r 111S
Pr I ebalell% not, it just would hase
ci 11511 led ine ot what was WII.leg

But, to know what is Holy
I Iglu, we nerd to Irk len Him.
And to di) sic tyr mum ask for fot-

11 W.1S Ilk(’ .1 %ming I fold Airt she
has learned to walk I
held will
walk 111/ 111 a 1 .11111111 iii such al111
14, )1) and Icieik 1 hen she will men

gorily.... and «dentin u cell selves to
do Ills will, just as I she dild have

gist. a giant e towaid het
mom cd dad She is showing that
though stir dors not know that
something is wiring, she sitspri Is
it is and is planning to gel MAAS
W1111 11

done with Ills parents tegarding
rues bail test SI iii l’s

and

htealia cc ei Spar Nil I Mill
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Page ho
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ii.ii Id /Idle of
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support iii

I/I’
S"’"S

In"Innt""1", the’
maim pi. is dirt

Internet %VI S11 1’ is Miele 11111g Ile the 1111111 I ler
kbotie,
spine of all that nth dmation, id die
%typo, ts welesitrs ,n1(1 10%1 1,41,, the touting fit
pat
kids
1111 PSI’
liem
pa)
kris
I
inhumation
.111 1111111 11 11111 1111’ SSI’leS111 tic 1 11111 Hell phd Is 11111,
Si ell, 11111d1111, .11111 ide,11
111 yi rut i
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Sdctipaid. ill the. «imputed join.
ind ie.ei k
I hese pa( krts u.iri tim11 11101 1..11 11 "1111’1..111(1
lle itileituri.clic111 supethiglitsas is expellent mg
.411 Ali( 1,4111 .mil Is iti elesperate nerd ot II atilt
twirl ing lights
I lie bai klmitie is expellent ing maim leaf k
Jam Blat Li cults will br mote I 1,11111leell, and
extifisne physic ii thetaps %sill he merited icc
enmity !kit mIt pior tanned irth it illation junkies

teem III elle Neil Id
1 /Ile ill
I /le
\I"’"1"’hUH re.t

I ,ustir, tvi,,11
‘Will’ heeVall

’s MAE.’

Nitwork poisidei will lie %sing II) 1.11111 111.se,
11111’1 1111 1 11S11,1111.1S ill 1111. 1111111e, tasteh mRic e
Some atgitt that am
«mid lx’ the lute.
!!!d ccliii lit new led linology will mei help the si,
Loge pc den
tuation Eire it cetudu 1
nal use hit the 11’ot ld Wide Wel) and
11111’1 111’1, IS 1111.1 WI 1111’ hell 1/1.11 I loge 1 "1111).1
elle% SII1 11 is Mlle tiisicfl, 1,111111111 alld 1 11141111
Pa( kattl ate im mini ening thenem.1%1.% at the reads
tii take tat with ileis leatiur of tier %Sete
But. 11 these ( ompames take tat, guess what 1 bete %ill lie binge, lines at the whit illation
bat If you think the wait is long Inds tic cli air
load %ow latest hinom opt., think %hal it %%mild
be it the usage doubled ot it ’pled in the nest
six months
1.%ri
lice’ townie’ IS 1110 slime limitless %pal
expanding eiucc lie itself It needs to be managed
and pl.
’II her elk( tortiess and 1’.11.1. ci Ilier
V..1% AS a 1111,11e
I her’ cloginal else eel the Intel
111 1 11111111111111 .1111111 hi it 1111111.11 5 use’ III the
I ’fitted Slates It V..1% 111.1 CI 11111’11111’11 tel 1141 1 ’tier
thr global cc/111111111111 .111,111 ii dcii 111.11 11 11.1%
het

mew

I he thought of a dm kernel! %Sri, . hills tile,
5115 Veld 11 1111% Me III II1S 1111111 II1,111,111 %Neel
SI/1 II 1 i all 111111 /11 lin’ 111,11 BIll iatirs pulls fill a
milady and saws die

planet
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dent der 1511 Ili. I needed a desk."
Why (It eit’t you go mil and buy a
$200

desk likr the lest of us?
According tel Mike "I’m just
idiot"
to be an
I’m allowed
Vaglittiat, the spending was justified because they got a good deal.

Hey Mike, I just saw a guy selling a
gold-plated
diartiond-stiolded,
desk toe S20,0110.
.1 weal deal,
whs don’t von gte lcuus itRodrigue/. a S1,01111 Mlle,

for
kit

V11111 11111( e -r W11.11 ale %t ell

( 1.4/V?
I Well1 10 talk to him to )(lay about
this fiamo. le met Ille 11111SIde his
e/111( 1’ (11/1 Online% I(’AS1 111%), .411(1
Whell I asked for an explanation I
was told, "Elli too busy., ( an you
(

1/.11 k next week?"

Advisers

I undstri an lint M. Nip, lea Quint m Giver Kendall

die first page headline article. entitled, "( ’Arnie out 1.01. Awareness
Louis should base
attended some of these sessions to
get a better understanding of a
lifestyle which he clearly does not
understand. If the intent of his
article was to be offensive, he succeeded. To state that "same-sex
marriages must be criminaliied"
goes tom tar. ’This is even farther
than the position of most rightwing Republicans. They may Warn
Ire 011114W
unions, but to crimMalin. them is tote extreme. Mr.
Louis may want to "stand (en principles," but I SVI mid hope he we
reevaluate. the rationale behind his
principles in the near future.
Steven I ligaki
Clark Library

Basketball players
deserve support
There ate not a lot of opinions
iii !lir Spartan Daily that I agit
will). Tilts week, I agree with Mike.
Tr aphagen who wrote, "Basketball
team Inks publicity."
As a 5’2 little pe1S1 HI," 1 WA%
!WW1 a big fan of Basketball, but
:dud moving into die SIM.’ rem den( e. halls at Allen II ’all, I AIII
W1 Hiking on leemming one. Why? I
luive two ream ens.
The

first

otie

is very simple..

41111 all investigation into misapAkn, we
funds
profit laijoil
«euld put the fill mon e iii the Pub
anal u lunge SI to sit in it and feel
presidential. ’Him might make tip
lot some cii dies wasted mimes.

There is no point of going to the
football games bet num. I ran
almost always predict the Si me
evrty lune Nits ()sell frothyl going
and wasting in% tune, and espei cal\I
t Ill the 1011 degler
ls
al 1 ll p III I tit Sahli datr if the% will

Mit heel (.arbiener
I/1111144V

lucid al I 11111111101
ativssay’i
I lie’ sec ond thing is that a few of

Gay marriage article
disappoints reader

the plasets Ilse dli Allen I lall and
it’s I rail% hard het elle 11/ 111155
.111111 ’SI SeSt’11-11.11-1.111 111111 ( 1 MS1(1-

I m.es tlisappt tinted tiltle /1111
-1.141111. se’s
Ii 11111 .1 01/11111M lelel
II1.11 t Mgr% Ale 11111111 11.11 - 1 WA% t’St’ll
/11.11 le 11111
1111,1V 111%.11/111 111111d
1,111111 111 attend the panel "Ned%
mid Soul," who hI ti celL plat e. the
das /11% Al 111 le 1.111 1 1411 11 11111 beef]
!Wel
111’ N1,11111 114Se
.11111 Wi 11111111 1111 SaIlle-SeX
1 ellples .11111 111.1%1W his 111111d And
eel/1’11111
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TheN 11111 111111
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hearts Anil energy tel play then
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Advertising
Advertising Director
Art Director
Retail Manager
National Manager
Netkmal Assistant
Marketing Manager
Marketing Assistant
Downtown Manager
Entertainment Manager
Retail Account Executives

Srteli.ileiri Posalintla Cearta. Darren Phillips. Aaron Suozzi
40tf )

In

Wilily? and Ihr Win Id Wide Wel)

%III’ 111.11 is I 1..1111, 11/I 111,1SSISe 111411% that III.II1S
1111111 I’, If% N. VIM ape’s "
will See

(’heel Photographer I 14 Nut tlt,I,
the Scene Editor ’Thane I Ansi.
the Scene Design !Auto, I ram is I mlines
(En-line Editor P wu’ii, 1 14,11,),li
News Pomo
l’ax
Advertising

the

I ht.
.11 1 eliding to IA’netl’s Septet:dirt issue
mulled Simmin (RAI 1111kel said, "II theie’s ii weh

II,Inc

Photo Editor

x’ IhmfIr’citE

is

air whet(’ the biggest ’,louder s trade intuit illation pat krt. between 1111e 4111111111
BIII, N1.11.1 ape IS cc 1111111g 111 1111 1 I’M 111%

Editorial Staff

Sports Editor

in cadent.

Get ready fellow
Internet cruisers,
our formerly
smooth data ocean,
ripe for our perusing and sailing, is
turning into a primordial molassestype ooze.

Executive Editor It.11111. N14.4.
Assigning Editor Will,,1471 lesLy
Production Editor 1./ W isr,»11.1,1
Opinion Editor

biggest

benefit, they stand by. their Inc techHy stupid de( i511 iii leery 1.111
President, therefore I am Cited"
S11111111111% S1.11ed, " 1 made a pru-

If-

Internet captured in its own web
Rs 11.1111.1 I.a//aI 1111

ixdeles for 512,000.
Not only did these elected m unibags feel that they have the tight
111Ilds lt or their
11/ IlliSAppl d /pi

1 1 all hir the immediate resignation cot all three involved parties

Technology has limits and is not absolute

ttiolassesojeu tie

Stupidity and greed Same-sex marriage
surface in A.S. fiasco views are irrational
Isn’t it ironic that John Louis’
tirade on the immorality of samesex marriages appears during Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Week on
campus? And, in the same issue att

12 a.m. (when everyone was in
IRA) lodging my faucet cu signafine.

tot’s ’twilit I ughSe hoed, was a
deo inirrital one fid me to a( ( rid
bet mist I was not the hest eel stu-

classes.

I read something today that
almost made me vomit. No, it wasn’t another story about hangovers
and throwing tip. It was the fact
that our elected officials spent
S12,000 of Assid iated Student

knew it was wrong, Init I did
not think I had a c hence. I was
sitting at my kit( hen table at

ley

hard, cold chairs the rest of us
have to contend with during our

--ILetter to the Editor

From bad grades to good forgery,
your conscience is always there

rule, that we had to get every lest
with a smte cci "(:" »I less signed

more responsible officials
who have the students’ concerns
as their objective.
If that is done, we will all be able
to sit more comfortably in the
with

of tuition.
What led to this problem is that

-IMr. Zacspats Neighborhood

had signed tot me before
tindernealli
the
test
I
had
rived all "F" in and c opied it,
making a per fed t iccjev The new

needs to be addressed. Simmons,
Yaghmai and Rodriguez should be
booted from their offices like a Joe
Furlow 70-yard punt, and replaced

campus who each contribute $41 a
semester tel the AS. board as part

themelves. If they were not benefited by the leather couches, then
who do the requisitions benefit? It

‘ WRo ogpeREP

ship-type power, and like any dictator worth’his salt, he abused it.
This blatant abuse of power

Downtrren Account
Executives
Entertainment Executives
An Executives

Kerry
MI, liarI
Krusiv Sr.
;,;,
’4 411
Tmlit
’,Hutto Camelia
lenniler ‘I, MTh Vida
latla T
Arlene Villanueva
Christine Xs,Imiis, h Heather touthan Pita
Mangeyn ,hinya Nalmhirna Sharon
14, .hin Wi.xl Catherine Yeh
Jeffrey Chu shank.’ Scheeler Christine
nlith Kaisha-Ityan TO, a
Kyle Nenner Justine Speck Janice Fahella
Can
&;erstman hrand..n lieinrt,hs
Maw
1>evins

Opinion Page Policies

All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor. which
should he 300 words or less
Letters or MewpoInts mum be typed and may be
*put in the Letters to the Editor tan at the Spartan Daily office
in Dwight Bentel Hall. roorn 209
*lased to (4001944-3937 or
*maned to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor. School of
ioumallsrn and Maas Convnunkations. San lose State
University. One Washington Square. San /oat CA 95111143les.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may be anted for [betty. gramme. lbel and length
isdieessises Sea mewls lie ember% soma einksas.
massmi eamese 110111111111 as/ mew
edlioefals an mettles
amdl ate Ow seassems of Oa
Niers. eel Os est
litTDay
IThed opinions and advertbemerus do not necessarily
reflect the Mews of the Spartan Daily. the School of Journalism
and Mass ConvnunicatIons or 5151J
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The New Zealander, who along with Tenzing
Norgay was the first to scale the 29,025-foot Everest
in 1953, will be presented his award next April during the group’s 70th annual convention in
Auckland.
Previous winners have included Winston
Churchill, Helen Keller, Henry Kissinger, Dr. Albert
Schweitzer and Frank Sinatra.

Korean fans love Jackson
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) Michael Jackson
was greeted by hundreds ofjum ping, weeping, sign waving fans Wednesday in South Korea, where his
act is strictly adults only.
"We love you. Thank you," Jackson said at the
Kimpo Airport as police struggled to contain the
throng.
Jackson’s concerts Friday and Sunday in Seoul
had been opposed for months by Christian, civic
and consumer groups upset by the 1993 child
molestation allegations against Jackson. The groups
said Jackson was a negative influence on youth, but
agreed to back down after promises that tickets
would not be sold to people under Is.

Weekly

Want to buy some of

SJSU

George Burns’ cigars? Or a pair of his familiar
round glasses%
These and 263 other items can be purchased at
Sotheby’s Beverly Hills auction house on Thursday.
Sotheby’s bid estimates: cigars up to $1,200; the
glasses $1,500 and a director’s chair from Burns’
office $5,000.
Not exactly prices commanded at this summer’s
Jackie Kennedy auction, but Burns lived less grandly, occupying the same Beverly Hills house for 61
years. Sotheby’s estimates the total return at from
$250,000 to $350,000.
Auction proceeds will go to the comedian’s
favorite charities: Cedar Sinai Medical (rnter,
United Jewish Fund and the Motion Picture and
Television Fund.
Burns died March 9, two months after his 100th
birthday.

NEPTUNE, N.J. (AP)
Bruce Springsteen is trying to set the record straight he is not backing
Bob Dole for president.
The Dole bus blared Springsteen’s "Born in the
U.S.A." on Monday as the campaign caravan rolled
into Red Bank, one town away from Rumson, where
Springsteen owns a home.
On Tuesday, Springsteen sent a fax to the Asbury
Park Press.
read in The Press this morning that my music
was appropriated for the Republican rally for Bob
Dole in Red Bank yesterday. Just for the record, I’d
like to make clear that it was used without my permission and I am not a supporter of the Republican
ticket," the message said.
This is not the first time Springsteen has been
unwillingly thrust into the political arena. In 1954,
Springsteen issued a similar prone runt einem after
President Ronald Reagan invoked the name of
"The Boss" during a campaign swing through New
Jersey..

Hillary named Humanitatian
.CKLAND, New Zealand (Al’) Sir Edmund
lillary is now king of the humanitarian mom ruin.
’rhe conqueror of Mount Everest was named
1997 Humanitarian of the Year by the show business
industiv’s worldwide children’s charity. Vac let%
Clubs Intel national cited his "outstanding empath%
undei standing and devotion to c hitch en went Id wide ’

LD.S. Students Assochuion
Amazing stories of GuatemalaFree ethnic lunch, all welcome; 12:30 p.m.; San Jose
Institute, 66 South 7th St.; 2863313

Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible study; 45 p.m.; John XIII
Center; call Father Dave 9381610

rrChristian Fellowship
Pacheco
noon;
g,
room; Student Union; call
267-5787
Lindell

Circulo Hispanic (Spanish
Cultural Club)
Encuentros Culturales, charlas, tutoria; 12:30-2 p.m.;
Council Chambers, Student
Union; Lisa 732-8024

The Listening Hour
Joe Hodge Sc His Jazz Trio;
12:30-1:15 p.m.; Concert Hall,
Music building; call 924-4631

Career Center
Co-op orientation; 12:30 p.m.;
Costanoan Room, Student
Union
call Career Resource Center
924-6033

Christos awarded

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Group discussion; 2:30 p.m.-5
p.m.; ’Unladen Room, Student
Union; 225-2224

in
Bath,
Semester
England/Inter-national
Programs
Final informational meeting;
noon -1 p.m.; Sweeney Hall,
room 314; call 9245373

Ameriam Society Mechanical
&enema
General membership meeting;
noon-1 p.m.; Engineering
building, room 339; call Mike
924-7222

(:latule, astronaut Thomas Reiter :uid ()Iympic gold
inerlalist Jens Weissflog were among those :warded
()rders of Merit on Tursdat by ( :erman Pt esident
Roman I leriog.
Christ(’ and his tail e and pal tneilvanite-Cletude,
wet e named for theit lab! -whipping rd the
Het( listag, whic h hoe used the iii wot lel.%
on Bolin in the seuiiiiiiri eel 1997e.
Reiter, a Getman with the European Space
:\gell(I’, Spent 179 days on the Russian spew ee station
Mir before reuniting to Eat tit in l’ebi lulls.
VtissIlug, a Once-61in. Olyinpic ski jumping u ham pion, ended his c ompetitive tattler Mimic..
In :ill, 614(4.1 mans and duce fen
s ter rived
the ;twat ets, given to mink the anitiversat v
( eel man unification cell
I. 3, 1990.

SJSU Folk Dance Club
Intl. Folk Dancing/Balkan and
Israeli (Requests); 8 p.m.-10
p.m.; Women’s Gym, SPX Rm.
89; Mildred 293-1302, or Ed
287-6369

Education

*Ask the doctor: breast cancer;
12:15-1 p.m.
Resources
’Instructional
Center, room 302 (live); Health
building, room 208 (video);
SJSU channel 26; call Linda
924-5373

Hispanic Business Association
General meeting; 5:30 p.m.
Council Chambers, Student
Union; call Juan 325-0595

BERLIN (AP) Wrap artists Chrism and Jeanne-

Television

Network

onor
Campus awareness information
9a.m. - 2.p.m.
South Side of Student Union.
call Althea 761:9592

Bums estate sale

Springsteen not on the Dole

SJSU Concert Choir and
Moraliers
1996 Debut Concert- ?leas
From The Hearn" 8 p.m.;
Presbyterian
Sunnyvale
Church, 728 West Fremont
$8 general, $5
Ave.;
students/seniors, Free to SJSU
students; 924-4332

IJIDECalendar
TODAY

LOS ANGELES (AP)

SJSU Counseling Services
Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual Group;
3-4:30 p.m.; Admin. 269

13TH

Jackson’s soul in Seoul

3

Faculty Booktalk
Prof. Brian Holmes, "The End
p.m.
12:15
Science";
of
Woodward room, University
Club; call Prof. McNeil 924-5545

Guy and Lesbian Awareness
Week
National Coming Out Day at
SJSU; Staff for Individual
p.m.;
noon-2
;
Rights,
Amphitheater. Student Union;
Martha 924-1967

Campus Crusade for Christ
Nightlife; 8 p.m.; Washington
Square 207, call Ruth 297-2729

Black Student Union
Officer elections, refreshinelas served
Allen hall Lounge, 6 p.m.; call
Cecile), 924-6229

Chicano Commencement
Meeting; 6 p.m.; Chicano
Resource Center; call Maggie
631.7699

Celtic Heritage Club
So, what’s a Ceilidh?, 8 p.m.;
Student
room,
Pacheco
Union; call Marla 365-97114

FRIDAY

Society of Women Engineers
(SIVE)
General meeting; 12:30-1:30
p.m.; Engineering building,
room 343; call Carla 9243909

Muslim Student Assoc. (MSA)
Meeting; 1 p.m.; Almaden
Room, Student Union; Ashraf
224-1475

Stanford scientist shares
Nobel prize for physics
SANTA CLARA, Calif, ( AP
)slictof I was sound
INnights
asleep when the ’Menne I lug with
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news see tines iie feet ph %sic 5
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Get on the NET! No wires!
Anywhere. Anytime.
No phones lines.
Unlimited Access Flat Fee
Call Scott 0415-903-9450
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Advil flak: Honor student
suspended for carrying pills
A rie
HUMBLE, texas (All,e
year -old hiccuie it student was suspended from sr Ituril lea the this
te ’clay alter poll( V dugs mulled ’nit
an nverthe-t ()until- pain redirser
in her ba( kpac k.
"It’s unfair," Debt rrah ()Ium said
of her daughter Brooke’s ’runtishment. "This was nothing more
than a mistake."
Byre eke is a StildC111 111 the gifted
program at Riverwurid Middle
St !viol tit Humble, about 15 miles
northeast of Houston. St hool
V requires all medicines be
brought in by parents and given to
the nurse, who dispenses them to
students, whools spokeswoman
Karen Collier said.
The girl fragot she had put a
bottle of Advil in her ba(kpack the
night before, when she had a
hradac he and went tri a friend’
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Student starts show
for ’NO Reason’
By Yuki Wedemeyer
Spartan Deily Staff Writer

SNOWBOARD SHOW
SUNDAY, OCT. 13TH

11AM- 4PM

MEET THE REPS
FROM OVER 40
COMPANIES!
.PROS TECHS
FOOE5 IiINDINGS CLOTHING

Nineteen -sear -old
Alex
(Cube’ inan wants sow undivided
attention at l):31) p.m. on
kVednesdass ii iit, It’iLY/11 it /ill.
(.111/e1 111/111, SIMI.’I "11111111111t alIMIS and tadit t tele\ ision pi( alto non student, is the um ited exit lime podium and ( teator 44 the
its with N() ktlatil /II." a monthly entertainment piogrann that
debuted 1/11 RAN
ea station
hannel 1).") 1/11 August
.1 lie show femme.. 11015 11555
with ( vicinities sin Ii is 11,,VS’al (I
S1,111 tuil SVVII /AI Vailkovi, and
inembeis tI music bands.
(Cube’ man ( grated the Minix
of the show, and, is well /Is settilig
up Intel views, he (Inca is and edits
the prodiii non.
liebne starting bus show listt

years ago as a public a« ess show
fol the Cup.’ tint, LOS AIMS area,
Otaberman ts.ts exposed to television piodu, mai in high se hool.
-rims Kinkel.’ shit ted ’National
High; whit h is a one of a kind
Shills made by teens and about
teens and high s( hock Its like a
news inagainte. lie Ines ni Los
Angeles and has his own show, but
he’s the trim who taught toe a lot
of things," ( Cult« Mall Said.
hUtrkela intiodiu (AI a television
show at (m1)(1111,111 ’S high 1( hot&
The slimv is better than the netsy, tilt late night slitAss, a« ording
it 1(1)111 11.1 JellIII( 10., 11(1 11154’ rIte
material is [’Hoak spontanctits.
Ito ks has owl stewed \Vend
and members ol Metall!, a,ild he
said he thinks it is neat that there
IS of, epatation with the «Achill% lxIiiteliand.
"With Wiard Al, lie just said,
larlS111 wearing ansthing

really nice, lie just fixed his hair
really quit k and said, ’Lees go,’"
Ili( Ls said.
"N1/11t. 1,1 the filming in the studio is sit ipied. We just go as we
are. 1 he three (il us r(Athermaii,
flit ks ,uid Brock Everett. show
host «tine up with some t lilt
stuff, and it’s interesting to see
whars in the final tilt," flu ks said.
Umbel Mall (111/St. hosts and
repot lets who had (Aperient e in
wiled% and mite: famine:it. bin ks
is a San Flail( istu SLIM lanin) ititi
ltneVISIMI liii in( ;rung student. At
IS, ht. has 1)(111 in thealet liii
%et en NC/11%. MI stage and behind
the ’4( elms.
%%lien (mite’ man approac Intl
him with the show idea, 1 lit ks %aid
he thought it looked good. Ile was
ii 411%111(ed

4111441111.111 WAS

kill

further ins career. It’s a lot of fun,
too, " flicks said.
Within two minutes of its first
episode on channel 65, the show
maul 1.11 jumped from suggestions
on (are instructions for the
W.ti derbra to radio censorship
issues with a disc jockey from
KNJ( )92.3 FM.
’Hie show also covered Kanip
K( )M a «nicert that presented
alternative bands at the Shorelini
Amphitheater sin hi as Goldfingei.
IcA al II, Magnapop, 7 Mary 3 tunl
NO) Doubt.
Giveavt’ass and «Attests on th,
"Show with NO Reason" give slat
better odds to Will than the lomat.
flit Ii it’11(11V stall welcomes vont
enn it’s, as well as ,tuts’ suggestions
you wad(’ like to make about the
show in genet .d.

edgeable and hard %sof king.
"As 1 gill lint the( liii A. 1 icalcred
is a lot 11111’ Mall something to

SPECIAL PRICES SO LOW IT WILL

Van Halen’s Block party
goodbye guys
hits with

Low YOUlt MIIKINtr
1554 SARATOGA AVENUE
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BILACKstreet hits
the right grooves

Thursday, October 10,11% 5

Upcoming events

By Cassandra Nash

if you like the they work it,"
then I am sure almost everyone
has heard BIACKstreet’s, car-hoppin
and
radio-friendly,
"No

first
how
ions
the

ship
null
imp
ited
line
gel.
and

Diggitv,"
doubt’),

October 19-PUMPKINS IN
THE PARK @ Guadalupe
River Park, San Carlos St.
and Woz Way.

October 12-INKA INKA last
show ever @ the Usual. 400
S. First St., San Jose.

Spartan Daily Staff Writel

fun,

Student Union Ampitheater.

October 10-FROSTED featuring Jane Weidlin from the
GoGo’s @ the Usual. 400 S.
First St., San Jose.

October 22-SQUEEZE THE
DOG 41) the Agenda. 399 S.
First St., San Jose.

October 12-NADA SURF @
the Cactus Club. 417 S.
First St., San Jose.

(street

speak for "no
produced
by
Teddy
"Street" Riley and William Stewart.
The cool tulle is just the phat

October 26-BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN 0 Event
Center Arena

October 16-PENNY
DREADFULS tree show 0

beginning of this hype quartet’s
cold,
new album, Another
Level.
The new album is filled with the
slickest original songs. S’s Ally, lyrically and rhythmically, this is the
most potent collection harvested
from Riley’s bucolic of songs, since
BIACKstreet’s debut 1994 selftitled, million -seller CD, whir h
spawned the top-charted hits MK 11
has, "BOOU Ca," "Before 1 Let Nikki
Go" and "Tonight’s The Night."
The lush texture of his music is
supported by astral musicians. The
musical
composition
on
this
album is very strong and the multihit potential of Another l,esel is
undeniable.
For
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Why everyone should
have a dog.
1. You get free love, or as
free as a can of dog food
costs.
2. You learn how to enjoy
the simple things in life run, play, eat and sleep.
Take your dog to the ocean
and know true joy.
3. You can screen potential dates. One good
crotch sniff and your dog
knows if you’ve got a loser
on your hands.
4. Cool people have cool
dogs.
Need advice? Write to
Purdy in care of the
Spartan Daily, 209 Dwight
Bentel Hall.
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WORLD EVENTS
Quake in sea rocks Middle East
6
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The quake was felt about 3:10 p.m. (9:10 a.m. EDT)
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S.I1(1 landslides bl.,1 keit some mountain

"I felt a tremendous shake, the door was banging
and my c hair was moving around. Everyone ran down
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The 1,0111 wants U.S to wake up
and start going back to Our roots

buildiugs swaying in this Meditei tanean island mid

It’llit loss

Old City, said the quake wasn’t felt there because
"God protects all holy places."
The region has a history of deadly tremors: On Nov.
22, an earthquake measuring 6.2 hit the Gulf of
Aqaba, damaging several buildings and properties in
Jordan. Egypt and Israel. Eight people were killed.
A quake that struck Cairo on Oct. 12, 1992, killed
more than 450 people, injured 4,000 and caused
extensive damage to buildings.
In Wednesday’s quake, the tremor was felt for more
than two minutes. Telephone lines were temporarily
cut in parts of Cairo. A mild aftershock followed
about an hour after the initial quake.
A quake of magnitude 6 can cause severe damage if
it is centered under a populated area. Magnitude 7
indicates a major earthquake capable of widespread,
heavy damage. Magnitude 8 is a ’great" earthquake.

Flundreds of miles away in Cairo, people similarly
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Muslims open prayer hall on Temple Mount
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Wednesclas

The new underground
prayer hall is at the Al
Aqsa Mosque, on the site
revered by Jews as Temple
Mount and beside the
Israeli tourist tunnel project that set off rioting last
month.
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Mutant frogs leave scientists puzzled
Spartan Daily

Thursday, October 10,1116

HENDERSON, Minn. (AP)
Bruce
Nelson was catching frogs for catfish bait
last year when he realized something was
horribly wrong: Some of the frogs had
stumps for legs, and others had as many as
four tangled hind legs.
"You see deformed things all the time in
nature, but nothing like this," Nelson said.
All across Minnesota and into neighboring Wisconsin, South Dakota and Quebec,
scientists and locals are seeing the same
kind of grotesquely misshapen limbs,
along with frogs with tails, missing or
shrunken eyes, and smaller sex organs.
Scientists have had a hard time finding
wetlands in Minnesota with no deformed
frogs. Most recently, deformed frogs were
found in Vermont.
"It scares Inc." said Judy HeIgen, a

research scientist with the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency. "I’m at different levels of getting a chill down my
spine."
Scientists aren’t sure what’s causing the
deformities. The theories run the gamut
from pesticides to parasites to radiation
from ozone depletion, or some combination of factors.
What worries many around the state is
whether humans are in danger. too.
"There’s a reasonable assumption that
if there’s an external substance influencing amphibian development, it could
influence human development," said
David Hoppe. who is on a state-financed
team of scientists researching the problem.
The federal Environmental Protection

66
You see deformed things all
the time in nature, but
nothing like this.
Bruce Nelson
Fisherman

Agency plans to do its own study.
Students from the Minnesota New
Country School in Le Sueur, in the heart
of the state’s farm country, first reported
the deformed leopard frogs during a field
trip to a wetland last year.
They reported their findings to the poi -

lotion control agency, then to state lawmakers, and finally went worldwide by
putting their information and pictures of
the frogs on the Internet.
"When somebody caught a frog without
one leg," 13-year-old Jack Bowe told a
state House committee this year. "I
thought, ’Houston, we have a problem.’"
Cindy Reiniti, the teacher who has
become known as "The Frog Lady" since
her middle school students made the discovery, said there is at least once person
with cancer in every household around
the wetland. But scientists have made no
direct link between the frog abnormalities
and cancer.
The fact that the abnormalities are
widespread suggests that the problem has
more than one source, said Hoppe. a her-

7

petologist from the University of
Minnesota at Morris.
His best guess is some sort of water pollution, possibly from something airborne.
That could come from heavy metals, pesticides urn whole array of things that settle
Onto the landscape.
In researching some 10.000 frogs this
summer, Hoppe said, he found that the
most aquatic frogs had the worst abnormalities.
A newly created frog hot line has
received hundreds of sightings of
deformed frogs, from 54 of the state’s 87
counties.
"I was very surprised, startled even." he
said, "because I’ve seen a lot of frogs over
the years and I’ve never seen anything like
that."

Forestry officials ponder logging limits
MOUNT SHASTA, Calif. (AP)
Under increasing pressure from
environmentalists, state forestry
officials on Wednesday considered
stopping Pacific Lumber’s 3-dayold salvage logging operation in
old-growth redwoods.
The logging of dead and diseased trees, all of it fallen timber,
began Monday on several hundred
acres of the Bell-Lawrence area of
Pacific Lumber’s holdings in
remote Humboldt County, about
300 miles north of San Francisco.
The Board of Forestry, culminating three days ol nwetings,
planned to vote on the shutdown
later Wednesday follow.ing a meet -

Under increasing pressure from environmentalists, state forestry officials on Wednesday
considered stopping Pacific Lumber’s 3-dayold salvage logging operation in old-growth
redwoods.
ing with Pacific Lumber representatives.
Late Tuesday, the board voted
tel consider the ban on the site,
which is northeast of the ancient
grove that was included in a $380
million pact signed Sept. 28
between the government and
financier Charles Hurvviti.
The potential ban would bloc k

salvage logging in old-growth redwood forests of 20 acres or larger
where no logging kis yet occtin.ed.
The board’s action marked a
major change from its earlier deciskins that have affirmed Pacific
Lumber’s salvage logging operations.
"the earlier agr cenont protected 7.-00 at ! vs. int hiding a 3,000-

acre parcel Pacific Lumber had targeted for salvage logging. The
board’s latest decision does not
apply to the 7,500 acres, but to
other acreage Pacific Lumber
owns in the Headwaters Forest
area.
Pacific Lumber is salvaging timber from 450 acres that includes
old-growth redwoods and Douglas
fir. "The company has pet mission
from courts and regulators
hit hiding the Boat() ot Forestry.
to take m rub timbei IT 11111 the old
forests.
But Pal Olt tondo,’ latest opei anon drew tent -wed ( Otic ism limn
viotionmentalists. who say tidia, t-

About 15 speakers, both envirolinoittalists and logging supporters, were heard by the board.
"In our minds, what we’re talking about today is murder, and
we’re appealing to the humanity of
each of you," said Brian Gaffney, a
lawyer representing the Sierra
( lub.
But Steve Jolley, a procurement
Imester for the Anderson -based
%%eel:On:nor Shasta Energy Co.,
said the board’s activities "elevate
(debate) only to a higher political,
too a bioli %Mak level.’

ing dead, dying or diseased trees
from the forest will disturb wildlife
habitats. Environmentalists have
demanded protection for the
claire 60,000-acre Headwaters
Ft crest Cc to
but thus far state
officials have refused.
Armed state firefighters were on
hand to maintain security as about
60 people on both sides packed
the heating at the Board of
Forestry’s meeting Tuesday- itt
Mount Shasta.
one pi item, )1, toralei
%%as elected fiton the meeting
it Iwo she mi.. ill lilt c. del 1.111.
111,1(1W.1111‘. logging .ut "cum gun( I. -

Geologist to drill three-mile hole in volcano
II) YNOIA ’II (API
Scientists
expect to disci o’er one million
years of geologic histotits through a
3-mile-deep hole under island volcanoes.
g to drill
Researt hers are ph
through the flank of Mauna Loa
and into Mauna Ken’s old lava
flows on the island of Hawaii to
study the formation of volcanoes
and the "hi! s1tc it" mantle woe esses within the F..11111’S Mande.
National
Science
The
Foundation will fund the $fi million, six -year pojec t, whit h will be
administered by the I’ niltisity cf
Hawaii.
This will be the lit st maim elfin I
MIi
to study the

said ltal is ItlIt’Igh, (lean .4 the’ 111
School .11
.111C1 Earth
Sciences and lit linology;.
Se ientists plan to esti at t e ores
from the 3-mile yet to al hole, then
lowei insuuments into the hole tic
take samples and ivadings ti
clues about st )1( mows. !hitting
dates and sites 11.1Vell heel’ set yet.
"%Ye have often talked abt nit the
(island ot Hawaii) being a living
labc c! mot% tot se ientific !est-arch,’
said I lawaii County !slaw! Stephen
Varnashini. "This is a plc qt.( t that
will not mil% benefit the intei national s( ientilit 11,111111111111V, hut
also out ,,wit teat huts and students."
’llus new pt op.( t will build on

the results (il a 3,000-foot hole
chilled as .1 pilot plow( t in 1993.
"Ilic pilot plow( t was so sio
es.shil. both se imititit ills and let 11111 )logo ails, that we gilt the tool,"
Raleigh ’suck
-the pilot pioiti t showed that
Hawaii’s volt:owes could (I /11111111e
ci tipting fiit anodic!
1111111..11
stirs WI( t as long as ill iginally
the nght
It als., sh, Med that M.11111.1

111/11..11
WIllt 11 11.11 limit its 1/1%11’.
MUSA% 11.111-.1-11111111111 %CAI ago. Is
than
it,
lay
a is
sinking raster
adding to the island’s vitiation
Nit-mm.1’11v, the tilde’ yid(
NI.
a Kea, has siiiik 111..11’ 111.111
3,11/11 nit, ..1 III. .1 111.111 11.111 a

Grand Canyon flow restricted
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na
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San Jose State University Spartan Daily

Volleyball team awaits WAC matches

Sports
at a
glance

Schedule
FootbaN
The Spartans will look for
their second win of the
season when they take on
long-time rival Fresno State
University 7 p.m., Saturday
in Fresno.
Volleyball
The team returns home for
two matches this weekend.
Friday, UNLV visits Spartan
Gym at 7 p.m. and
Saturday the Spartans host
Air Force at 7 p.m.
Men’s soccer
The next game for the
Spartans is 7:30 p.m., Friday,
Oct. 8 against UNLV at
Spartan Stadium.
Women’s soccer
The Spartans will earn a lot
of frequent flier miles this
week when they travel to
the University of Hawaii on
Friday and San Diego State
on Sunday
Cross Country
The runners will compete in
the Santa Clara Invitational
in San Bruno, Saturday.
SJSU hockey
The hockey club travels to
Utah this week to face the
University of Utah, Utah
State University and
Webber State University.
SJSU rugby
The rugby club’s first game
of the season will be at
Santa Clara 3p m
Saturday for the Broncos
homecoming

By Matt Romig
Swim, May Staff Writ.
Must-win time has arrived early
this season for the Spartan volleyball team.
Just four games into their conference schedule, players and
coaches agree the team must win
Friday against Nevada-Las Vegas
and Saturday against Air Force of
forget about 1:Kist-season play.
"We have to
win both to keep
66
our
wild-card
We
tournament
hopes
alive,"
just
can’t
Coin h
Craig
Choate said.
let
these
Youth
has
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Spar 1,11 Is. [hey
Otherwise
have lust two
we are
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the door
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the major-colown faces.
lege level.
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Craig Choate
CNI V and Air
volleyball
Fott e at Spartan
coach
the
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Fat its in two
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c
"I in
dent we will win both games,"
sophomore outside hitter Angie
l’11111 11 1-t !WI; Ill n5555N - SP5i41/5% DAILY
Sylvas said. "LIMN is a first -year
program and Air Force is outing Springy legs propell outside hitter Jill Burningham above the volleyball net during kill drills Wednesday. The Spartans play UNLV
U1) from Division II, so we should - 7 p.m. Friday at Spartan Gym.
t have a problem if wet play like ranked Hawaii handed the
Volleyball returns ill Sp/11 1,111 eight years at Division II. The in Las Vegas. Each division’s top
we did against Colorado State."
Spartans a loss in their WA(: opvii:yin for just the set owl time this Falcon are 0-2 in the %V.\(. .0 of 2-9 four teams automatically qualify,
Sylvas was referring to a et Sept. 21.
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NISI’ has (hopped 545 111 N11.1101’ .1 Lack Rebel learn 111,11 it 2-0 ill lill
-We ha\ e to beat them both at-large trams to I ompete.
Rams. The Spartans kept the first matt hes and 21 of 23 g.I1111, till «. WA(
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111s1 .1-H I\11.111.
"Espy( tails in the first year, I’ll
two games close before losing defeating Powideni [’Seri 21 in .1 t evised ITS solleyhall inogiain this plar and beat them both times," bet they lust take the next two
game three by a lopsided 14-point 111/11-1 111111’1CM II 111.111 It AI S11.11 1,111 54.151111,51/11 .11111 .U1 I I %CAI 111.11115.
Choate sin!. "We just an’t let teams in eat h division," Choate
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1111411
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so tight points, but lost 15-10.
shows," said Holly Ft Ill, who is tanks 515111 in the 11..\(Isill; a .3113 fat es."
"If von get to Fo, then you can
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nationally Tanked leit1111 SIM has kills. "lint we ale 111 plot mg
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Division I [esti At, 4 ompeting 114
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Women’s water polo team finds first head coach
By Sarah Chan
Special to the D.ity
All
with the tenon ot Mr balls and
whistles of water polo, 1,1111 1 1111% retools II,
his alma male; as the first est.! women’s
water p tlt ttt c.i 11
"I emits ware, polil and 1.%( V4.111ted
if bat k .it San lose State," he ...rid "I’ve been
trving lor a few Nr.IIIS .11111
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"
and
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11111% at I eland !Nil Sr Imo! in San Jost
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I111111
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"1 I C.111% 1.1111/%1I11 II," Ilt. *OKI ."1 111.% W11
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Results
Men’s soccer
The soccer team lost to
arch-rival Fresno State
University Wednesday, 2-1

Men’s Of
The Spartans finished fifth
at the Nike Northwest
Classic in Corvallis. Ore.,
shooting a two-over par
290 in the final round.
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Spartan Daily sass Jose state university

Yankee
fan robs
Orioles

NEW YORK- Yankees fans expressed
their opinion about Roberto Alomar’s spit
by showing a little polish.
They simply booed.
They booed and heckled him during
batting practice. They booed heartily during the pregame introductions - and
even louder during his first at-hat.
And those hims turned to thunderous
cheers when he struck out looking in the
first inning.
He gently laid clown his helmet and bat,
then teammate Bobby Bonilla ho night his
glove out to hirn as he took the field for
the bottom of the first.
In the second inning, the crowd
cheered derisively when Paul O’Neill ’s
grounder kicked off the heel of A10’11:if’s

glove for an error. However, on the very.
next play, /Molnar made a fine backhand
flip to second on Mariano Duncan’s
grounder.
But despite concerns about violence in the form of hurled batteries, or other
projectiles - nothing flew through the air
except a few expletives and unprintable
chants until a controversial home run call
in the eighth inning. And Alomar wasn’t
involved in that incident.
Some fans threw toilet paper and cups
onto the field after a 12-year-old fan
reached down over the right-field wall and
grabbed a fly hall that was about to he
caught by Tony Tarasco. The hit by Derek
leter was ruled a home run, although television replays showed the ball wouldn’t
have reached the stands without the fan’s

Thursday, October 10, I 11141

help.
The homer tied the game 4-4, and the
Yankees went On to win on Bernie
Williams’ hotner in the I I th. Alomar went
1 -for-6 and struck out three times. He was
the final out in four innings, including the
I I th.
Outside
the
stadium’s
bleacher
entrance, a sign dearly warns: "Bottles,
Cans, Coolers, Hard Containers are
Prohibited In Stadium."
Just below that dear caveat, Mary
Ippoliti of Schenectady, N.Y., held her own
sign: No Spit Zone."
"I have a grandson and I wouldn’t want
him doing it," said the woman, who
described herself as a Yankees fan
"through and through."
As for any violent actions against the

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim 6x products or
services adrorosed below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified caroms of the Spew
Deily consist of paid advertising
and oflorlags an not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

PEET’S COFFEE 8 TEA
LOS GATOS 8
CAMDEN PARK
Our Los Gatos store is currently
interviewing for morning retail
safes people. Apply at 798-1
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos or
2035 Camden Ave. in San Jose.
Starting rate is $6.50 an hour
with medical, dental, 401(k),
discounts, vacation, sick, and
EMPLOYMENT
promotional opportunities. We
WANTED: SERVERS
encourage applicants from people
The Palace Restaurant
of all ages, races and ethnic
146 S. Murphy Ave. Sunnyvale, Ca. backgrounds.
TEL 408-7365179
FAX: 408.739-5237
SUBSTITUTES -FUMBLE HOURS
Small World Schools is hiring subTFACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS stitute teachers for our 13 day
Elementary school-age recreation care centers, Units in ECE, Rec,
program. P/T from 2-6pm, Arl-F Psych, Soc. or Ed required. These
during the school year. turns into may be completed Or you Can be
FIT (or P/T) during summer camp currently enrolled. This is a great
program. Excellent salary. Los position for students. We car work
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept. around your school schedule,
even if you are only available 1cr2
Call Janet at 354-8700x23.
afternoons. Cal 40637932(10 x20.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
Mon. Fri. 12 00 5.30
$ EARN EXTRA CASH 15
up to $120/week!
Located on 1st & Santa Clara
Cali Darlene at 408/271 7900.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 1934 years old.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
Earn to $25.00/nr salary a tips.
Students neecoo in the immediate 415 324 1900, M F, 8,5pm.
area. Fall time/part time openings.
Call today 1.415 968 9933. TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
International Bartenders School. sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers Auto dialers
TEACHER/1NSTRUCTOR P/T Inst. Flexible hrs 9ani 9pm. Downtown
elem schools Degree/cred not near Ire-ail 4 blocks from SJSU
req Work around college sched. Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Opp. for teaching experience. Promotions 4940200.
VM 40132874170 x408. EOE/AAE
SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
ASSIST. DIRECTOR & part time
for the following positions
afternoon Teacher. For Before &
FRONT DEW
After Schad’ Prog in Down Town San
Guest Service Agent
Jose. 12 ECE req Excellent Sal
PBX Operator
& benefits Cali Many 4537533.
Beii Person

JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Waitresses & busboys wanted.
P/T lunch & dinner shifts
Fun Job! Can Minato 998,9711.
HOUSECLEAN ERS NEEDED Good
Pay Exaenerce, professional. Erlash
speaking, own trans Est atil,shed
maid service Car Are 7371741.

HOUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
House Person
FAX Resume to 9431707 or
*Apply in Person
1801 Barber On, Mulpitas
Job Hotline 9430600, eat 151
Equal Opportunity Empoyer

A

lrom

s

COUNSELOR - MIDDLE SCHOOL.
EVENTS/TICKETS
Paid intern, prefer male. M Th.
2-5. 87/hr. Excellent experience. WANTED SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS
innovative pilot. Call Anna for info, or rights to tai. Will pay at least
408.2874170 ext. 251.
double, name your price. Day:
408428-6752. Eve: 408292-0926.
ENTREPRDIURIAL ATTITUDE!
Motivated, ambitious, people
needed for mktg. co.
WANTED
Call now 408.2468478.
"SIMPLE" BASS PLAYER wanted
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR for rock group. We have a CD and
FT & PT positions avail, in busy record company interest. Call
whole foods restaurant. All shifts Leigh (408)997-9283.
available, flex hrs. Must be 18+.
$8- $9/hr to start. 7339446, ask
for Wendy or Victor.
VOLUNTEERS
DAY CARE TEACHERS
Small World Schools is hiring P/T
and FIT teachers for our schoolage day cart programs in San
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in
ECE, Rec, Psych, Soc, or Educ
required. These may be completed
or you be currently enrolled. Call
3793200 x20.
WAITRESS WANTED LUNCH TIME
11:00am-2:00pm. Good tips.
Knowledge of Japanese foods
preferred. Okayama Restaurant
565A Nd 6th St. Ph. 2899508.
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Int’l co. seeks 3 energetic
people for local office. Sales
& marketing with potential for
growth. Call 408 247 8478.
WORK AROUND SCHOOL HOURS
Retail Sales & Customer Service
‘Pan Time Of Full-Time
Internships/Academic credit pies.
100 Corporate Scholarships
awarded this school year,
STARTING PAY 1512.50
No experience necessary
’Complete training provided
Call140812805195

S AIRLINE JOBS 15
Your area Frees details’ Rush
a SASE to P 0 Box 16677,
Dpt SI, S F . Ca 94116
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WORD PROCESSING

TUTORING

CYCLES/BIKES

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini a miCr0
cassette transcription. An formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Cali
Linda 4082644504.

LEARN MATH AT SUPER SPEED
Algebra Trigonometry Calculus.
http://www.relax-learn.com
415-5098129 for free details.

’89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER.
80a. only 4k miles, blue, tuned up,
super condrhon, $795. 379-9455.

FOR RENT

2 DORM. APARTMENT -$850/510.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL (408) 295 6893.
RELATIONSHIP? Have you ever
been in one? Be part of an exciting study Seeking gay & straight
FOR SALE
participants All ages/ethnic
backgrounds Please call (408) DEAL! INTEL 488 51/4-3 1/2
adaptability tower:$25. New Bissell
235-0600 Today!!
steamclnr: $50. Enc 408-5370193,
CITYTEAM YOUTH OUTREACH is
looking for volunteers to seve as
COUCH/FUTON BED with upper
Bible Club leaders, tutors, big
bunk, 2" metal tube, blk/blk,
brothers/sisters, camp coun- $199. obo. GLASS COFFEE table
selors and coaches. Consider join with wrought iron base. $75. obo.
mg our team by contacting Fran 6 ft TAN SOFA, great cond. $125.
Lewis Phone: 2325600x5788. Eric 295-9632
Email: fiewiseecityleam.org .
’89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER,
80cc, wiry 4k miles, blue, tuned up,
HELP ANIMALS!
Rescue Agency needs Walkers, super condeura 5795. 3799455.
Cuddlers, Cleaners & Feeders
for cats & dogs. Volunteer & pay
III RAISE YOUR GRADE
positions available Call Jolene at. SISU 4.0 GPA students share their
4159603547 Meow!
secrets! Benefit from their expen
ence! NEW Self tutoring Techniques! For booklet, send $4.99+
99 Sala to SYNERGIX, Dept SD
OPPORTUNITIES
1794 Plaza Castles San Jose, CA
BEER, Learn to brew you own. 95132.
For into, write BREW. PO Box
440475. Aurora, Co 140044

AUTOS FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RUBY RED 1994 MAZDA MX8
24r. stick shift, w saner. AC. pro
MST FUNORNSUI Rase 55(X) gull windows, stereo system & more.
dias-Greeks. Groups. Otis, =treated Like new. only 36k miles. Looking
endrvidualS. Fast, easy No financial for someone to take over $15,500
obligation. 1 800862 1982atta1. payments. Call 4013929 3062

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
CalPaulcr Virginia 408-251.044.
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TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
FT/PT positions avda it
Poo

r

Schooi Age Great advancer, e,
growth opportune), Good beret’s
Immediate openings ECE
preferred Call PRIMARY PL
408.3700357
CASHIERS Loovng(cr Merritt*
hard working people who ,ke to
woe, vat custcroas and cower*"
Several shifts are open for two
locations Please can 2953964 or
269 0337 or apply in person at
147E Santa Clara St cheery-.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students
F/T or P/1 Air shifts
Top Pay war. Many Bence’s’
Cal or apaie Fri meson. Mon Sun 77
40621365880 555 D Menden he
Between SFr Carps are! Pararriorr,
habricl tre Cat ard Party 9ture
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time. Flexible Hours
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jo se
Inner City Express
72W Saint John St San Jose
TEACHER’S AIDE. work are
children, ages 672 with bee ay
ioral/ developmental problea s
Exp. wall special ed./behavior
modification preferred Smail
classes. Long-term temp. 30
hrs/wk B A. preferred $8.50/1v
No benefits. Send resume to
PCC/Zonta. 4300 Bucknell Rd
San Jobe, CA 95130. EOE/AA.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

,
17-11-11-17111L11(-1
Three
Days
$9
1.10
$11
412

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
114

Fly.
Days
413
$14
$15
$16

Send of leak no money order t)
Spartan Deity Chreelfiede
State
After the Nth day, rote Increases by $1 par day. flenJeee
n
aS
11111141
CAU
Jeep
r
torge
f
,r t
,rt
y
,,.1,
’t
pf
$3
()WM
Art
1r
to
1,1,1,1t,io
lily,i1
it,
ime,sifinj droi,k is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
le.radline 104.1a rr, two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
No refunds on cancelled ads
All ads are prepad
10-14 lines $90
3.9 lee $70
Pates fir ,rf 15ff.1111,w publicataxts dates Only
15-1911nOS S110
14011) Wa4.3277
CALL
131.11STIONST

e

,e1e1,1,e.,1

409-924-3277
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Ad Hates:Inc,
Two
Ons
Days
Day
5.7
311w..
15
¶1
4 Mee
lb
17
19
Mee
$10
lines
111

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

11110 Is 30 spaces including letters numbers. punctuation & spaces between words

Punt your ad hate.

lir .fe

HEALTH & BEAUTY

INSURANCE
AUTO, UFE& HEALTH
Farmers Insurance Group
Save Money Compare our rates
Pay by the Month
Special Student Discounts
Foreign Student Drivers Welcome
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE QUOTE
msnirrn a Korean: 408/X69823
408/777-7900

Daily

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadalacs, Chevys,
MOVING SOON7I
BMW’s. Corvette,. Also Jeeps. lait HE PVC HAND Moving As-us/woe
4WD’s. Your Area Ton Free 13(0 do the wont for you!
Professiorial movers & packing
8949778 eat A 2236 for current
liatings
Free wardrobes with move
"Free insurance
Uarr cost boxes/pickingmaterial
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
(Vily 55700 per year
*Local & Long Distance
SPORTS/THRILLS
Two locations to serve the Bay Areal
Save ithe CON
or your dent,,.
Saratoga 30K 0113
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
1).1,1 to
ti 122’,
For info uall 1 H(10 f
Santa Clara 9ri1 4074
extillarallon experiericed try
skviiivirigr Tandem. Acceierated TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
Freefilli. Turbine Aircraft
typing needs Reports, Reaumes.
COMPUTERS ETC,
S1SU student owned & operated.
Cover Letters 408 441 7461
Pick up and delivery options
MUST SACRIFICE! PENTIUM
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
15108347575.
11 tower ,,,,sreA
WRITING ASSISTANCE ,, v
. . AMI
.’’,,
p’e’t lf eeee

ENIERTAIN M ENT

NEED A TUTOR?
WANT TO TUTOR FOR EXTRA 5?
Advertise in the classifieds!

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
AUTO INSURANCE
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Campus Insurance Service
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Special Student Programs
*AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED* receive 15% discount. First app?.
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term 1/2 puce if made before 12-31-96.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects, Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
Resumes, All Formats, Specializing Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell. "Good Rates for NonGood Devers"
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
(408) 379-3500.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24, )fS E4).
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 2965270
WP 5.1/F1P Laser. PAM’S
OVERWEIGHT? Wishing on a star?
FREE QUOTE
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSNG. Me too. Be a caring friend in
247,2681, 8am’8prn.
NO HASSLE
mutual help. Raphael 2364556.
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
TOJO’S Word Processing Service
DECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Powerpoint presentations
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
Certain advertisements In
*Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
335 S. Bay.srood Ave. San Jose.
these colonels mey refer the
Call Today! 408.7233113,
reader to speak telephone
247-7488.
numbers or addr
for
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
additional information.
Electrolysis is the answer!!
Classified readers should be
SERVICES
I remove hair from any where
rerninded gut, when making
WRITING HELP. Fast professional on your body, from facial hair to
those further contacts, they
should require complete
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. bikini area. Call for appointment.
information before sending
Essays, letters, application Carnelia’s Electrolysis Place.
statements, proposals, reports, 1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 993-9093.
money kir goods or service&
In addition, readers should
etc. For more info, please call Mon-Sat./ Free Cons./ Eve amts.
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. All Students Receive 2036Discount.
carefully Sweedaste Ul tbms
ollerIng employment lethwe
VISA/BlissterCard FAX. E-5111.
arcoupons for discount
%mations or merchandise.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass All
levels welcome Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk
Call Bill at 408 298 6124.

MO l0((’

’o’f’

Infants. Toddlers

l

I leI 1.1.,C.,10.

in

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT - $350/moa
1/4 utii. water & garbage paid.
Condo, off Tully/101, near bus.
W/D, D/W. 2 car garage, alarm.
Page Jenn at 641 5094, ASAP.

194/MINUIE PHONE CARD
pr die In the
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Call troa .iny dare ei
tor egg (seal! .or. Desperate /Klan USA including Alasaa and Hawaii
ioupier, need your help to cancer,*
A great budget loca for students.
(ran yaa it 11j7 Ages 21 29, Charge with your credit care For tree
non so,oker, hearthy & res)xxxsihki
nib ard cad. oil 18003802621

T

IS NOW HIRING!
n. rat, Serve" law

mier

service reprise’ ’ar

Baltimore Orioles second baseman, she
said: "I hope not."
But when Greg Packer of suburban
Long Island happened by, he overheard
her and offered: "This is the Bronx, this is
New York, and people are going to do
what they want to do here. I agree with her
sign. But (security) people can only do so
much."
Alomar came out of the third-base
dugout with about 10 camera crews - and
many more burly, suited security guards gathered around. He took batting practice
with the first group of Orioles.
As he was talking to a teammate, one
person yelled, "Hey, Alomar, you’re a pig."
Still, Alomar look relaxed, if not
unfazed.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282

MEDICAL Appointment Schedther
People ventral person to aar aaJoie
appointments fron ientri SJ office
Apports must rase expellent phone Genero,,,, stipend and expenses
5k/is & distinct talent for connecting Owl Othw ethnoties also needed
WWFC 1 r- 10 t1204495
we-. mope oar the done ’sr iedule Prae,e
,
axiirrir
sir for tail calla
ar. airy ayras paerwe Strait, (/flax’ MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER
rl.. ...A :e O
and Ono.C.SS.0, in
self motnirttt
i ;is
suraoce & oneetierit atone at.or
19 years. $5 7r riia.
service oriented peope
Assist other departments as needed
Call Mike, 800 825 1871
le
needed 10 tili positions as
Two part tirre Positions riomi at
lanch Servers, Dinner Servers.
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK fkr,rtor 1 Mon. Wed. Fr frosibx
g ara, , as T 01, Thus Sat Being,. Star ,ar
1
Hostesses and Busman,
in on camps
),1.11ry
Please apply at
disuable, hit ri
flexible hour’. W 5,, 5’ rra ir f
how ,(rd i ar’,,. .er,r e
%yr’rl)Sc) Oeresu, an .4i Fa, rt mhai
111+1
aver., 111,1
txavtiiir
924 ler ’r ’tee ’I’,
4,,
4 Olibrii
LIVE?
SAN JOSE
$1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING_ Peere
GREAT JOB! GREAT PEOPLE!
‘51,11A np
Trete Ae. Hot , ti, fo
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
taia es
weeker as ton an
Los Gatos,. Srearoja, are., Masi
have Fran 1 year customer service
experience. and desire to serve
people Po re. we rOO"

9

,arrous Clubs*
Messages.
I acre,*
An nr,,naertertne
ar Iree.e,dff _

Perla
r a’fd

’4.

krvaere
Healtf/Beautys

_AUurtteery

Sports/The

on Sale.

Insurance

_Autos tOr Sale* _Entertainment*
_Computers Etc _Travel
_ Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Procear..r.g
. tbloyment
’irCIDOftunitieS

DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

21

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

12IBRIGEI 1:1111BIBRI 121131111EL

alias

MINIM MMUOM MOOM
MMMM UM000 OMMU
111111;11:111131.10
1511111;1113:1
MMOM 0111:10
13[112 11131313 111131121211
151111313
13111G1 31111131111
Ni13111111131:1111311E1111131111
11113318111 HMO
MESA 1:1
1;1111111[11111151 1;111013 1311113
L111113111 1111121111

Neighbor of Gil

MMMWMMMO

22 fitg 1. road
2.1

up

r

arry off

2S Animals’ homes
27 Popular seafood
29 Marinate and
Asner
30 Cathedral part
34 Tiny
16 Girl in "Peter
Pan’’
38 Wall painting
39 Set up
41 Shoes
43 Brawls
44 Stacked
46 "For shame!"
47 Plateau
48 Tic - -toe
49 Extravagant
praise
St Mint
53 Distinguishing
feature,.
56 Shoulder gun
60 Rule
62 And
63 October stones
64 leftovers dish
65 Skier’s need
66 Halley’s
discovery
67 Enthusiastic
about
68 Teen woe
69 Leg ’rants
70 Dar h cheese

MEM
121111151
OMOM

2100111
MIAIDW

MUMUM

MIDMM

Cu

’,PH,

71 Star’s role

DOWN
1 Sims oneself
2 (’Sit of kilter
3 Horned animal
4 Gambler
5 -- monster
lizard
6 Matinee.
figures’?
7 I omelet it over
8 Thickened, as
pudding

4
Ill
It
I?
13
22
24
26
28
30
31
32
33

MMUMM

W13101131
MOOMM

Fabric ribs
Train track
Of the mouth
Something
lorbidden
Nibble
Positive
answer
Chess pieces
Romantic
interlude
Plead
-Wredersehen
Choice
Indian garment
Otherwise

,,,,,,,nnI P.1,10

34 Friendly. as a
reception
35 Buffalo’s lake
37 Himalayan
Country
38 Sir’s
counterpart
40
premium
scarce
42 Above poet
45 Reykjavik’s
r entry
48 King Si) Feudal
allogianto
giver

al Witticisms
52 Spaghetti
n in rat
54 Monetary und
in Sweden
55 Worked with
needle and
thread
56 Counterfeit
57 On trip of
58 Identical
59 Swiss painter
61 To - it may
concern
64 Scurry

iii ii
hilinita
id
,tm
lid
ill iii
a UUUWI.
a
frii

ri.

iii

_SCholArShipS

3days. Ads must be placed in person in
Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for .3 line ad for
community.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus

ACROSS
1 Pointed remark
5 Musicians’
engagements
9 Incorrect
14 Tennis great
Arthur
15 Run at a low
speed
16 TV hotshol
Spelling
17 Minaplay
10 Illicit gains
19 Tropical vine
20 Superman’s

IEEE &Milli 111111111111
II
a
NI
II
II
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ii NI
iiUUUU
UUUU
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one classification:
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Enrollment: Recruitment required
From pagel
Meeting K.IIII Melia/CP. of other
depar unents to "get a real handson feel for %hat the whet departMerits (10," 11’,ollillg1011 said.
"Its i ross-training the staff , the
stall has mote knowledge iti other
meas. and they are better able to
espond to students by answering
then questions in an effective,
tittlfIV 111:1111111, Washington ...aril.
1..1%1 Neal, SIM’ idsi A1111111)led to
1111
t’Ifs,t Is by targeting and sending infot illation to
"key, fteder-5, hoots" (high se hook
that send the hugest number of
appin ants to SIM ’a 11ashington
said attempts to ire rim additional
students III’ 1 le«.5sais bet mist. "we
(Sr.( ) ate not well known in mu
tAsli hal k
" I liete is a netgl to have this
iiiinersity itiontstgittg1 ill .1
II
mort extensive fashion than it is

presently," W’ashitigton said. "SIM!
is a viable
ersity where students can get a good education."
Ill order to Olio tivelv market
SIM’,
Stahl said she and
Washington are developing a marketing «mitnittee. Although the
committee is still in the works,
Stahl said it will eventually "try to
matt h service to the customers’
(students’) needs."
lA’ashingtoti said he envisions a
Miliketing committee composed
III fat ulty, staff, students, alumni
and community members. He
hopes the committee will be
formed by early spring.
In addition to pluming marketing stiategies, Washington said it is
impoi Lint for the university to
Ira( k
111/111 (Ile point of
erip,Ilniviit through graduation.
’Ira( king students all( tws fin

long range planning, projection
on the budget" and allows enrollment services "to target limited
resources." However, Washington
admitted, retention of currently
enrolled students has been a problem for MSC.
"Right now retention is an issue,
but we don’t have hard evidence
why students are leasing the university,"
Washington
said.
"Eventually we want to go out and
ask them why they are leasing."
Although a system to track and
retain students has not been developed, Washington has set an
enrollment goal of 27,500 students
for the year 2000. In 1995, SJSU’s
total enrollment was 25,900 students.
"I hope that by the year 2000
our enrollment will be stable,"
Washington said "and well no
longer be worried about budgets."

will have a
.lii«itieline
ArroN,,, Ph.D.
"1 think the message I Want to
get at loss is that ea( h Latina

personal things reaming to each
Mainlac said.
may not be able to have all
the solutions for eve, sone, bill
experiem ing it and talking about
It are very mipataitt," Manchu said

Marijuana farming may
threaten environment
PASADENA, Calif. (Al’) - As
dusk descends in the San Gabriel
Mountains, a white pickup pulls
over to the side of the Angeles
Crest Highway and a man clamh;errosw.t,it, lugging a bag marked ‘K(He
plods into the brush, and
radios crackle as federal agents
hiding along the crest report his
position.
Welcome to a little-known front
line in the war on drugs: the
Angeles National Forest north of
I.os Angeles, where a small squad
of federal agents plays a dicey
game of cat and mouse with marijuana farmers armed with high Powered rifles and cellular
phones.
The recent arrest of members of
t family that allegedly trafficked in
millions of dollars of marijuana
grossit on federal land is a
reminder of how growing pot has
gone front an ar I of ’tins rebellion
to a deadly big busitless.
Marijuana farmers in the national foteSt chase off hikers with rifles
and slaughter wildlife in the pristine wilderness, inflicting environmental damage. They also monopoli/e the time of the I 4-membet
law enfor«onent team that patrols
the million -acre finest during the
10-month gotwing SCA:N.111.
Although mai ijuana-gi owing on
fillet al 1.111tIS I. a plobitgu nationally, with gto es sin ingingII1flow
Idaho to Ai Kansas, it is arguably
most set
ill the Angeles I’m est
- the nitist heasils used pal k in
the Hatton.
"We hase 14 law elifon ernttit
1/1,1111 ilo 111511 411)e -1111M 11.1 til ’Apt
Angeles 1 Arnim," said Fittest
Selyne sp.( ial agent Mike Alt.
1111- oilier till (’(’1111.11 iris i,f lais
.Angeles Counts is ( tar-till by
I 8,0011 poll( e ollit els."
the sti am on pvisonntI will he
III hill es O(n( e this month as 111.111111311.1 11.11 vesting season ( tanks
mut high gill.
Although
the
"Fluvial(’
’mingle- of Notate:1i (.,Illfullllla
’remains in the minds of man% 1111111 mit plat e 1,0 pot 141 ()wigs, the
sast majoilts i,i 111.111111.1.11a 1/1.0115

Support
page 1

From

the group in the
mg of 1’194 and has ( minium(’
II Clef,/ semester sin( e. "I first stalled the giemp with both men and
women. Men were just not that
nue] esitgl. With havIng just
SSollIell III Illy groups, It has been
1111/11.
S111 I e551111.
Some women
11:i11e been imolver1 %kith the group
51.11 ied

114 1/Sel .1 Veal "
1 his Is ale

SeilleS111 N1.11111:111

W01111:111 I

lii feel welt Mlle .11111 4(111

with othet women. From
graduate (students) to freshmen
studtgits, the’s. ( .111 learn limn eat It
other. The graduate students at t as
wit. models to the freshmen. We
I oVef things from family problems
to highei edit( atitm lam esses and

The meetings will be held at
the
Administration
building,
Room 20 1, from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
each Thursday. For nen e information, please r all 92.1-5’ )10.
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"People say, ’What’s the big
deal? Marijuana’s a natural crop,
Alt said. "But, you know, 96 percent of all users of hard drugs started with marijuana."
There’s good reason marijuana
has long held a place as the
nation’s top cash crop. A hardy
weed that is so toxic to insects that
it was used as a natural pesticide in
19th century farms, it can survive
in most environments and needs
minimal water.
"It’s a weed," says Peter
Gornian, executive editor of High
Times, which covers the marijuana
industry. "It’s not going away.
But to become a "quality" drug,
marijuana requires a fair amount
of care, experts say. Male and
female plants must be separated,
the crop must be at least lightly
watered and gardeners most keep
an eye out for wild animals who
like to dine on it.
That makes growing pot in the
dry environs of the Angeles
National Forest - and in neighboring San Bernardino and
Cleveland national forests - a
complicated matter.
Farmers have been known to
tote buckets of water from creeks
to their isolated plantations, but
more commonly they rig up sometimes startlingly complex irrigation
ssstems for their crop.
Industrious farmers- or "dopers," as the Forest Service has
dubbed them - will bury pipes up
to eight inches underground to
drain far-ofT streams. Some even
tap into cisterns kept in the forest
fin fit (fighting.
1 he people who water, tend and
liatvest the plants usually carry
guns .111d are often hired straight
off the sliert by the owner of the
plants, then shipped into the forest tor tmitiths at a time, federal
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Welcome to a littleknown front line in
the war on drugs: the
Angeles National
Forest north of Los
Angeles, where a
small squad of federal agents plays a dicey
game of cat and
mouse with marijuana farmers armed
with high-powered
rifles and cellular
phones.
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